
HOW TO WRITE A FEATURE ARTICLE ON SOMEONE

Read the news and talk to people to find interesting stories. . By writing a feature article, you have the chance to
describe people and scenes.

Expect that your understanding will evolve as you report. However, one of the much-loved benefits of
freelancing is the fact that these writers get to work at their own pace, on their own schedule. Make sure you
read last year's shortlisted features here. Main Body Magnetism: This is where all the details of who, what,
why and how are revealed. Having got your readers hooked at the start, keep them reading. Or, perhaps the
subject had an experience or is involved in something that serves as a microcosm of a broader news story that
is relevant at the time. Since features are typically reported and written over a much longer period of time than
event-driven news, they should be carefully researched and supported with as much background material as
possible. You don't have to quote, or even mention, all of these people in your article. Writing feature articles
for magazines and newspapers is a great way for emerging writers and authors to build up their portfolio of
work. Embed facts into scenes, so that something new is revealed with each paragraph. No matter that all the
astronauts were male and white and that she was female and black. When reporting a profile feature article,
observe your surroundings carefully. If the introduction is the sourdough bread, the body is the delicious
filling to your feature article sandwich. The better your work when it reaches the copy desk, the more time
copy editors will have to spend massaging and improving your prose, as opposed to fixing common
grammatical errors. If they won't talk to you, ask them to refer you to others who might. Spend extra time of
the beginning of your story. It has a headline, an introduction; forming as one, then a main body and a
conclusion. Continue Reading. Structure is very important when telling a story, especially for a feature article,
it is what holds the piece together clearly. Don't have time to read this whole guide right now? Interview at
least five other people, representing a variety of perspectives, about the subject of your profile. Show, don't
tell. Get a source talking by asking questions that begin with "how" or "why. Nothing puts editors off more
than a poorly written article that requires copious amounts of editing to even come close to being print ready.
Make it clear to readers as soon as possible why the individual is worth reading about. Hello, Introduction:
Think of this as a preview to the rest of your feature article. Bring it to life. By Rachel Deahl Updated August
14, A profile is a type of feature story and usually focuses on a person and what's important or interesting
about that person at the moment. Unlike a news story that provides facts, a feature article digs deeper, giving
your reader a more in-depth view of your topic or opinion. Usually the team and you will have regular
meetings to decide on future content scheduling and subject matter. When structuring your story, don't feel
tied to the "inverted pyramid" style of writing, in which the most important information is placed in the first
paragraph and proceeds retrogressively from there. Outlining your story is the best way to start. As the course
is conducted online, you can undertake it from any location in the world. Interview with breadth and depth.
The article should begin with the reason the subject is newsworthy at this time, and should be based not
exclusively on an extensive interview with the subject. Also, back your article up with great photography.
Contact them early, and often.


